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Feed the Dream 
 

Now no matter where you go on your vacation – you’ve simply got to eat!  When you are on 
holiday the eating can be a great part of the vacation itself.  
 
Let’s talk Disney first and then move on to more general vacations later.  
 
Disney do everything so well – and that includes food and restaurants. From the quick 
snacks you grab along the way to the full sit down blow out gastronomic meals – it’s themed, 
it’s Disney and it’s special.  
 
I recommend you take some time to sit and think about …. and dare I say it jot down … what 
springs to mind when you thing about eating a la Disney.  
 
Let’s snack first before we eat a full blow memory meal.  
 
One of the things my hubby would note is the strawberry bars we grab all too often. He isn’t 
an ice-cream sort of chap really, but he never misses out on the chance to grab one of 
Disney’s unique strawberry bars. Maybe your kids love the Mickey shaped ice-creams or 
maybe some of you have succumbed to the all out piggy feast of cookies and ice-cream 
from Main Street in the Magic Kingdom. And, though I might rather forget this one as I 
certainly over indulged, let us not forget the bucket of ice cream once tried at Typhoon 
Lagoon.  
 
One of my favourite images in Frontier Land is of the crowds gnawing on the huge turkey 
legs. I’m sure I could do a whole page just on that!  
 
Another abiding memory is walking across to Old Port Royal (we always stay at the 
Caribbean Beach Resort) to collect fresh pastries to eat for breakfast by the pool.  It could be 
that sort of thing you want to recall.  
 
If you want to grab a quick bite there are plenty of places to chose from right across the 
parks. One of the hits for me has to be the Pinocchio Haus in the Magic Kingdom. I love it 
there. We also always hit the Electric Umbrella in EPCOT.  
 
But Disney does special really well too. From the world class restaurants themed in the 
different countries at EPCOT to the gorgeous places to eat in the resorts, there is something 
for everyone. Maybe there has been a special celebration in one of them. Maybe you have 
visited one just for the theme, for the ambience, for the experience. There are some pretty 
unique places to eat. I mean where else could you eat in a restaurant where a Monorail 
speeds through? Where else would you eat at Mom’s diner and be told to go out an wash 
your hands? Where else would you eat at a drive in movie theatre?  
 



The other special dining experience must be the character dining; the chance to eat and 
share Disney fun at the same time. I am sure so many of you have memories – and pictures 
– of character dining experiences. I remember the thrill of early park entry and the magical 
experience when we ate breakfast in Cinderella’s Castle.  
 
You may want to record the meals you shared in your villa or apartment too  
 
So – think food, think venues, think memories and collect your thoughts, ideas and pictures 
together and you are off on a Disney dining extravaganza. You may even end up doing a 
couple of spreads just on this one theme – character dining, special dining, fun time snacks. 
It’s all there.  
 
Now if you are not doing a Disney themed album, dining is still going to be a special memory 
to record. Holidays are about a break from the norm and I know for many people a holiday is 
a chance to sample some great food and wine and relax over dining.  
 
Some of you may be creating your album about cruising and cruising is a great focus for 
foodies. There will be different restaurants you have dined in and you may well have had 
some truly standout meals.  
 
You may have visited a special restaurant on your holiday – or even a very ordinary 
restaurant which turned out to be a special occasion. I can think of one place we went to 
which proved to be one of the best evenings we have ever had in our lives and it was in the 
most amazing restaurant in the least expected place.  
The restaurants and meals you chose to record don’t have to be posh or formal – though of 
course they can be. One of our thrills about being in America is the chains we don’t have 
here like The Cheesecake Factory, The Outback Steakhouse and even Denny’s. And yes – I 
have scrapped a page about Denny’s in the past.  
 
Maybe you have menus or napkins you have brought back as a souvenir which you could 
include on the page. Maybe they have things on the internet you could use to go with your 
photos as well.  
 
If you are writing about a less formal holiday like a camping vacation then scrap about those 
all important family campfires and barbeques that capture the spirit of the great outdoors.  
.  
So get scrapping and remember to share your work if possible at 
www.flickr.com/groups/magicalmemories and post on my blog to let everyone know what 
you have done at http://dollysdreamings.typepad.com   


